
[Some pieces written while on a Fellowship in London, 2014] 
 
 
The Tube, Twice Taken   
 
 

 
 
The Tube is not just a system of transport, it is a question; and on the all-

important question of the Tube, you’re bound to find yourself, sooner or later, in one of 
two camps. (Mind the gap is right.) You are either with Eliot who, in the agony of a 
delay, watches “the mental emptiness deepen” in the eyes of his fellow passengers; or 
with Heaney, the title sequence of whose District & Circle credits the inward transport, 
and still the there-togetherness, such travel makes possible. If you’re with Heaney you 
are, for that matter, with Tony Judt, who remembered driving a cousin to despair in his 
youth by deciding to spend the day, cousin in tow, in much the same way he foresaw 
spending his last earthly reveries, as against the immoveable fact of ALS: “going 
nowhere in particular, for ever and ever.” I’d guess that one’s place on the Eliot-
Heaney/Judt spectrum is largely a function of the nature as well as the duration of one’s 
stay in this city. Board every day, Emerson might have added by way of emphasis, and 
the romance quits our vessel.  

Lantian D., a self-taught artist whose triptych “Passers-By” is currently on view at 
the National Portrait Gallery as part of its annual British portrait competition, has made 
an unlikely contribution to the presumably very modest canon of pro-Tube art. Unlikely, 



because she disclaims any fondness for the thing in an associated artist’s note. Perhaps 
these paintings have discovered an attitude of which the painter herself was unaware. In 
the presence of works suggesting such patient appreciation—of these people we play at 
not seeing, of this Tube we play at not liking, or anyway not minding one way or the 
other—we may even be moved to wonder if so submerged a love is not the common 
condition.  

An accompanying placard, ostensibly directed toward the youngest of the 
museumgoers, asks: Do you think the people know they are being painted? To borrow 
from Eliot, as the placard does not: Do they have the look of things that are looked at? To 
put the question thusly is all the more plainly to imply its answer. For the whole human 
drama of public transport, in London as anywhere else, the whole great game—furtive 
painter present or not—could be said to consist in neither inviting nor seeming to express 
attention, concentrating one’s whole being on a point that is not in fact there—all while 
knowing oneself, like anything human, still seeing and seen. On display in these paintings 
is just the intensity of that suppressed recognition. Here the artist captures all the 
infinitely revealing varieties of evasion, evasion so like connection, in this way allowing 
us to see that to make an unalterable principle of looking-away is one way of looking 
straight-on. This though the impulse, or anyway the posture, of protective concealment is 
great. Almost every pair of arms is crossed, or nearly; the one child who looks 
unselfconsciously at the brooding figure to his immediate left, an unreading reader, has 
his mother’s arm draped over him, equal parts protection and affection—for there’s no 
doubt that she, at least, sees the painter.  

Much has been made—especially in the case of documentary photography—of 
the inherently invasive quality of the artist’s gaze, the violence latent in making artistic 
subjects of other selves. But these works (three of which are on view at the Gallery, and 
the rest of which can be seen here: http://www.lantiand.com) could serve as a kind of 
corrective, or at least productive complication, of that discussion. This in the way they 
show the artist, precisely in her commitment to creating the private space of very 
selfhood—in her commitment to faithfully transmitting the sense of a final, inviolable 
apartness—as restoring the human element to our harried vision and, by the necessary 
distancing of art, making mere passengers into persons again. Among the most notable 
things about these paintings is the pronounced, the very humanly willed, sense of 
stillness: the looking (this is both example and invitation) has been long. And still the 
artist does not come between her audience and her subjects; we catch other reflections in 
the backlit windows, but not hers. You see how nothing, nothing but untranscended 
distance, comes between us and the yearning immediacy of the central figure in the 
triptych; her look, a more humanly moving variation on the question the abovementioned 
placard—not Am I being looked at but Am I being seen—asks presence of the individual 
spectator, and makes us know that such a thing is only ever a concerted achievement, a 
matter of inward movement rather than outward fact.  

This is looking as grace rather than violence, as a sympathetic recognition of what 
is not oneself rather than an appropriation of what is not one’s own. The title of the 
American cousin of this series, the collection by Walker Evans, was Many Are Called. It 
is good the journeys are so many—with so many calling, knowingly or not, to be 
humanly regarded.  



Bernard Williams 
 

 

 
 
“And yet, as the most passionate admirers of Greek art have felt, those blessed gods, even in their 
unmatched loveliness, seem to be saddened by their blessedness in bodily form. In their very faces 
we can read the fate that awaits them—a fate that, by making manifest the inherent contradiction 
between loftiness and particularity, between spirituality and sensuous existence, must bring 
classical art as such to its downfall.” 

     Hegel  
 
 
Bernard Williams is the vanishingly rare example of an immensely clever person 

who became wise. He is criticized for having carried out an essentially anti-constructive 
project—opposing systems and systematizers of all sorts, this necessary gadfly restoring 
to philosophic discourse an emphasis on the primacy, the inviolable moral weight, of our 
ungraspable humanity—but perhaps we may see his art as a fulfillment of that storied 
sculptor who saw his task thusly: not to create form by the steady accumulation of 
outward ornament, but rather to chip away at a given block in such a way as to reveal 
some buried form all the while latent within it—bringing into being, so to speak, by 
taking away.     

There is a beautifully simple, and in any sense positive, summation of Williams’ 
philosophic task that seems consistent with just such a schema, suggesting as it does the 
hardwon discovery of some saving remnant that was there all along, only obscured by 
inessentials. It is to be found in a late interview in which Williams reports his main 
finding to be that, all systems and surfaces aside,  

 
Some things are in some real sense really you. 
 
It may seem imprudent to reduce a philosopher of searching complexity to some 

resonant colloquialism, even if it happens to be his own—and in this capacity I think 
especially of a passage of Thomas Bernhard’s which assails, assails, assails the generally 
unremarked complacency with which we all make received wisdom out of vexing 
subtlety, by force of habit converting thought to quotes. But what comes across in this 



simple sentence is something that is uniquely Williams’, something that is in some real 
sense really him: a sincere humanity, free of all airs, something manifestly aspired toward 
and attained rather than merely possessed, discovered alike in himself and others (and the 
tone is, crucially, one of heady discovery rather than dogmatic insistence) after only the 
most searching and singleminded effort of thought.   
   There is a doubly unlikely moment in Jose Saramago’s novel Blindness when, 
having survived all manner of conjured dystopia (a whole city goes blind; the predictable 
inhumanity, then unpredictable humanity, ensue) our internees discover something that is 
really theirs. Williams, celebrated for boasting about having “done all the vices,” would 
have appreciated the fact that a sometime prostitute, of all people, is given to speak this 
line: Inside us there is something that has no name, that something is what we are. 
What’s remarkable is that such a line—on its own merely a flimsy sentimentality, an 
unearned grandness—should have the immense force that it does, as it comes in the 
novel; but this is a reminder that the greatest writers work not with words but through 
them, in some unsayable way investing the plainest of utterances with a resonance the 
everyday would deny. Knowing Williams’ work, one reads the bracketed line above with 
just such a feeling: that a whole indelible philosophy, a proof of thought whose force is 
feeling, is set there in miniature. These are words that carry.  
 Could one make a case for some narrowly literary sense in which to regard 
Williams’ writings? I think so, and not only because Williams and those who have taken 
up his founding question of moral luck, Martha Nussbaum in particular, have shown a 
regrettably uncommon recognition of the way in which these two disciplines—
philosophy, literature—share a symbiotic relation, each one having the power to illumine 
the other. (The composer Schopenhauer and the philosopher Schumann: so Bernhard 
again.) If the whole notion of moral luck brings to the forefront of philosophy the kinds 
of contingent facts and messy ambiguities that the lovers of wisdom have often sought, 
by their so patient art, to do away with—well, then it is no surprise that the Wiliamses 
and Nussbaums of the world should see in literature something at last commensurate with 
their capacity to wonder.  
 Nor should it surprise us to find in their works moments of such intensity as can 
only be called literary. In Nagel’s response to Williams, you find lines that could be 
spoken by some prose Prospero, who vowed to return to his wrongers “the clear light of 
reason,” making philosophers and men of them again. This with, “My charms I’ll break, 
their senses I’ll restore / And they shall be themselves.” And now Nagel: 
 
Yet our actions remain ours, and we remain ourselves, in spite of the persuasiveness of the reasons that aim 
to argue us out of existence.    
 
I have to say that these lines—which I have sometimes found myself, in moments of 
dread or decision, turning over like a kind of prayer—persuade me less by the soundness 
of the argument in which they figure than by the quietly determined humanity they 
irradiate. This culminating gesture of Nagel’s seems spurred by a sort of Humean 
pragmatism, as ultimately his argument seems to run that we should believe this because 
we must; that if there were no self it would be necessary to invent one. The thing to say 
about these lines, whatever the case, is that they live.  



 And so too this moment in Williams, one of the many small awes that comprise 
Necessity and Shame. I think it’s first in the case of the unfortunate Ajax that Williams is 
moved to say, with such resonantly strange simplicity (italics, I think, mine): 
 
What he has done is what has happened to him.  
 
What is the import of this equivalence? So many of the central utterances of these moral 
philosophers could be mistaken for obvious, or merely muddled, declarations—as with 
this no less striking moment in Nagel: 
 
At such moments, we take our moral life into our hands, because how things turn out determines what we 
have done. 
 
It is a mark of just how thoroughly we’re called to reconceive our going understanding of 
moral life that we can find ourselves bedeviled by the reflexive impulse to dismiss such 
declarations as doing no new work. In fact they do away with so much of the old. 
 But back to our question. Williams is saying that actions undertaken by Ajax 
under the malicious influence of the gods, actions for which he nonetheless feels and—at 
least on the Greek model—is responsible, actions for which he comes to feel a waking 
shame that will prove fatal; —that these actions, the knowledge of which has entered 
irrevocably into his moral being, deciding the whole matter of character and fate, leaving 
him at last unable to absolve himself to himself; —that these actions still impress his 
consciousness with all the horrible force of external events helplessly endured. For Ajax 
to have done what he’s done, under such circumstances, is to have been made witness to 
his own misdoings in a way that little attenuates the shame attendant on action.  
 
What he has done is what has happened to him.  
 
 With a bit more inspired typography, this could almost be Bidartian. What my 
own hopelessly muddled gloss hopefully begins to get at is just how much of philosophic 
weight and imaginative effect Williams is able to accomplish by one honest sentence, just 
what a rare respect for the weight of words is apparent in his work.  
 
  Perhaps the case for reading Williams under the sign of literature is flimsy, or to 
no effect (and perhaps the case for permitting myself to write on philosophy in even this 
slightest capacity is not a strong one…), but I would say that, at the very least, in the 
midst of Shame and Necessity’s quietly astonishing close, Williams gives us one of the 
more magisterially sad turns in all the language, something every bit the equal of 
Faulkner’s was, that “saddest word” given us by the philosopher of another Oxford, who 
would doubtless endorse Williams here, for his profound disquiet and profounder 
compassion:  
 
We know that the world was not made for us, or we for the world, that our history tells no purposive story, 
and that there is no position outside the world or outside history from which we might hope to authenticate 
our activities. We have to acknowledge the hideous costs of many human achievements that we value, 
including this reflective sense itself, and recognize that… 
 



Including this reflective sense itself: it’s the particular way this singularly encompassing 
gesture arrives, as a buried clause among many, that makes its transcendent reflexivity 
and artfully composed melancholy so goddamn moving.  

“One only has to come across such a phrase,” Michael Wood says of something in 
Barthes, “to know that one has found a friend.” It’s just what I’d think to say about this 
moment in Williams.  

 
You can almost see traces of this phrase in the portrait chosen for the back cover 

of a recent edition of Williams’ essays. Here is not only something to countenance 
Larissa MacFarquhar’s summary judgment that Williams was, his outward manner aside, 
“a pessimist of the bleakest sort”; here is not only the sorrow Pascal saw as the inevitable 
product of thought, a sort of sorrowing half-smile. What you find, in balance, is a relic 
and proof of the eminently humanizing power of reflection—this true, thus imperfect, 
consolation.  
  



Lynne Ramsay’s Swimmer 
   
 

 
 
 

How to accept a commission and still make art? Subvert, subvert, subvert. This is 
the lesson of Lynne Ramsay’s transcendent short, Swimmer. If Ramsay’s film Ratcatcher 
told us we were in the presence of a major talent, this newer work—one of several 
solicited to mark the London Olympics of 2012—seems, especially when one takes into 
account the nature of its origin, every bit as great a feat. Ramsay has acquitted herself 
well in taking after another inspired commission, another short, another swimmer: Jean 
Vigo’s Taris (perhaps this blogger’s favorite film after Tarkovsky, and one which 
Richard Brody is only half wrong to call a “minor masterpiece.”)  

How to summarize? “Swimmer” defies summary. The co-commissioning BBC’s 
copy is instructive on this point. It gets nothing wrong and, in that closing effort to 
encapsulate, nothing right:  

 
“SWIMMER is a poetic journey through the waterways and coastline of the British Isles, following a lone 
swimmer through lakes, rivers and coves. The journey is framed by a soundtrack of seminal British music, 
combined with a sound tapestry of hydrophonic recordings and snippets of bankside conversations. The 
film aims to give a real feel for the diversity of landscape and people of Britain.” 
 
“The film aims to give a real feel for the diversity of landscape and people of Britain”: 
this is perfect commission-speak, sanitized and vapid. It is the projection of a set politics, 
incapable of playing audience to a radical intent. It gives the lie to all the countryless lift 
(and, in places, the liberating menace) of Ramsay’s film, the essential thrill of the thing. 
Reclaiming the artist’s right of exit from plot and country—conventions each, and not 



unconnected at that—Ramsay has made her subject the solitary consciousness; the self 
partly assimilating but making a place apart from any common inheritance; the 
uncapturable country of one.  
 Where do we find ourselves? We begin in Woolf country. After a good bit of 
diagetic thunder—an almost martial drumbeat, projection of the human heart quickening 
in excitement like fear—we are plunged into uneasy calm. A shore of wheat-stalks well 
whistled through by wind. Soon we know our swimmer only by the forward progress the 
steady tracking shot—tracking what?—lets us share, for he is entirely submerged in these 
opening moments. Voices rise, quick, quick, from shore: Scissors; stone; paper. The 
familiar game of childhood, only these are no voices of innocence, and the words, as 
intoned, seem to bespeak something of mortal importance.  
 Where are we, then? We hear the sudden swell of that beautiful movement from 
the Congolese Mass, Sanctus, a quote of the landmark British film If… The appropriation, 
one of several from the annals of British cinema (Lord of the Flies and The Loneliness of 
the Long Distance Runner are borrowed from as well), is wonderfully apposite, for that 
film presents us with a helter-skelter dream-vision of schoolyard rebellion, and, as 
becomes clear, Ramsay is carrying forward the dreamer’s flag of war on tradition in her 
own right. In service of what cause? Well, what is the artist’s cause but active 
causelessness? For the first time, there are glimmers of bodies on shore, limbs vanishing 
into brush, at once enticing and eluding the gaze Ramsay’s camera makes ours. Again a 
voice rises, as enigmatic as before, only now it is clear who and what it speaks for: 
 
What I’d like to be is invisible. I’d like to be able to move around without having to explain.   
 
 In her searching essay on the then nascent art of cinema, Woolf presaged Andre 
Bazin in querying the unique place and potential of film, especially as regards its relation 
to literature. It was then a relation, she saw, of perilous dependency, for the first of the 
cinematic artists had been guilty—however understandably—of complacency in drawing 
too heavily on the traditional substance and manner of literature, the more established art. 
Woolf took as an example War and Peace: a Tolstoy merely seen, she argues, loses all of 
its mysterious weight, devolves from transcendence to trifle, as if falsehood (reversing 
Godard) twenty four times a second. In the absence of radical experimentation and 
creative risk, Woolf’s argument runs, it is far less likely that film will find its way into 
inner life. In merely capable film, the soul is all too apt to be obscured by the periodless 
period-dress that is the body, by all the outward machinations of the self-in-society. Far 
easier for the writer of Woolf’s day to give us living presences; to have at least a prayer 
of showing us, here and there, something we might mistake for the soul.  
 Woolf called on filmmakers to move past such conventions as plot, to move past 
an art in thrall to sequential time and straightforward representation—as much a bondage 
as the rhyme which Milton, epic wielder of blank verse, sought to free poetry from—in 
recognizing the capacity of the simplest stray detail, of impressions destined to lie well 
beneath the prose-man’s notice and, so too, well beyond his comprehension;— the 
capacity of such a thing, inassimilable into any overarching narrative, to provoke 
powerful emotion on the part of the viewer. Remember Leonardo’s dictum that the 
painter ought to be able to see, in a stain on the wall, all the momentous energy and 
import of some great battle. (What perhaps culminates in a genius of execution begins, 
then, in a genius of conception. Woolf wrote memorably in one essay on the way in 



which these two faculties either do or do not work in tandem.) In To the Lighthouse, Mr. 
Ramsay wonders with mocking incredulity at the idea that Lily Briscoe’s abstract forms 
should be thought to stand for anything, should move anyone to overflows of thought or 
feeling. But of course it is his ideological and aesthetic limitations, his blinkered refusal 
of an uncomplacent art, which Woolf means to mock, now almost tenderly. 
 It is in fulfillment of the Woolfian imperative to represent something more than 
the merely real that the invisible Lynne Ramsay, here almost figured for by her 
swimmer—this body moving through water as externalized consciousness through the 
space of time, the voices coming from shore seeming emanations of his very being—
“moves around without having to explain.” Watching this swimmer in all his unaffected 
momentum, his easy majesty, one may be put in mind of yet another “astonishing and 
rather solemn progress.” Again we’re drawn near to Woolf:  
 
She had the oddest sense of being her self invisible, unseen; unknown; there being no more marrying, no 
more having children now, but only this astonishing and rather solemn progress with the rest of them, up 
Bond Street.  
  

When we finally have something like an action-sequence, it is a veritable fit of 
plot, and so cannot be clung to, cannot return us anything like our wonted, complacent 
spectatorship; rather, it further frustrates our expectation that all might be explained, that 
the proud plotlessness of the early-going might merely prove prelude to some Meaning-
settling sequence. Not so. We walk a while with a boy on the shore, another strange 
presence; a waltz plays; suddenly the boy is an archer, all menace of arrows; mayhem 
now; fierce struggle; our swimmer, contorting underwater, is hit.    
 
 Someone had blundered. 
 
 No matter. It was never (look closer) our swimmer—perhaps only some second 
self, a semblance given rise by his consciousness. A second’s close-up finds our true 
swimmer squinting fiercely with the hit, leaving no question as to whether he registers 
the mortal hurt: imagined, truly felt. But nothing can break his quick backstroke, shake 
his straight line: he just as soon swims on in a calm. Our moods, the sage said, do not 
believe in each other. And if our swimmer dies for once and not all; is first one man and 
then another, emanation and ego, imagining and imaginer; and if we see a film and feel 
joy and then fear, or calm become mayhem, or mayhem calm, and if no one will tell us 
just why we should be brought to feel such things, or explain it all away with the 
resolving comfort of plot, each consuming sensation consumed by the next, feeling 
having no past—well, as they say, such is life. Or, to be a bit more precise: inner life. 
Woolf had the wisdom to see that film at its most inspired might give us something only 
more real than outward and outwardly momentous life, something in this way 
commensurate with our fuller humanity.  
  

So, by the time our swimmer arrests himself midstroke, midriver, and pauses far 
enough off from any shore, refusing to let the accident of land decide the contours of his 
passage, and, as if at some secret center, submerges himself irretrievably into water and 
calm, invisible to us and, just maybe, moving still;—by the time this happens, we know 
better than to posit any direct equivalence between the hyper-reality of the screen and the 



everyday laws of being, know better than to take this ending for an end. Something says 
what we’ve seen is deeper than any drowning. If Ramsay’s swimmer—returning, for 
however long, to depths as fathomless as those we’ve been given to feel alongside him—
has any forebear, it is not Eliot’s drowned swimmer. It is Mark Strand’s: 
 
Or a drowned swimmer whose imagination 
has outlived his fate, and who swims. To prove, 
to no one in particular, how false his life had been. 
 
 
        

 
  



Words for Steve Reich 
 

 
“When we speak,” I once heard Steve Reich say at BAM, “we sometimes almost 

sing.” In that “sometimes almost” is all the singing. It’s no wonder the composer cites 
William Carlos Williams as an influence.   

Reich has done at least as much as any poet of our time to bring out the beauty 
and some of the bewitchment of ordinary speech, which is a way of saying that his music 
reminds us (to risk two archaic grandnessess) of a humanity and a dignity we can come 
very near to forgetting is our own. Those speaking voices that we hear in “Different 
Trains,” so beautifully underlain by violin, are moving emblems of an art whose aesthetic 
effect seems inseparable from, so much as becomes, a moral argument: the beauty here, 
though you hardly stop to think such a thing in the rapture of listening, lies in a 
pronounced moral commitment of the composer’s.  

This is Reich’s commitment to expressing not only what Aleksander Wat called 
the devil-in-history, but—in equal measure—what we might call the angelic-in-man. 
Reich possesses in abundance two qualities one is so used to associating, in our time, 
with the art of certain history-ridden nations of Europe: historical imagination and the 
special sort of spiritual intensity to which it alone gives rise.  

I think of Wat because of that moment in My Century (his astonisher of a book 
simply spoken, how fittingly, into being) when he remembers, in the midst of his time in 
one of the prisons, suddenly hearing, from somewhere, strains of Bach, and, far from 
being steeled against the mere unacting beauty of the thing, feeling: This, at least, will 
survive, the whole ethereal transport, the true weight of this beauty, impervious to the 
assaults of history; this, at least, cannot be wronged out of existence. In much less 
extreme circumstances, the young John Coetzee heard a neighbor playing Bach at the 
piano, and felt for the first time—inarticulately, unmistakably—visited by the sort of 
beauty that seemed surpassing strange, and that would in time come to form his 
conception of the classic.   

If each of these moments shows the listener in some way liberated from his 
accustomed way of being, from the bare is of identity, his rapture abstracting him 
altogether out of his own and all other history, one thing to say about Reich’s music is 
that it seems in some sense to work in reverse of this. Reich would not say with Joyce’s 
young artist that history is the nightmare from which he’s tried to awake. “Different 
Trains” instead transports the listener, in a movement whose beauty is not uninflected by 
remembered terror, and by a sense of the uncanny, headlong into the dark backward and 
abysm of time.  

The piece has its origin in Reich’s seeing a picture of a young Jewish boy 
condemned, among uncountable others, to be borne off by one of the trains. Reich tells of 
seeing, in the image, something at once mercifully alien to his own experience, and still 
uncannily close. For Reich would’ve been about the same age as that boy in the war 
years; only the simple and finally inexplicable fact of geography could have spared him, 
he saw then, that selfsame fate. Not only this, but the young Reich, a child of divorce, 
spent that same interval of time being shuttled between parents and coasts, by train no 
less, accompanied by a governess. This rather charmed variation on that horrifically 
alternate reality, on so much history proceeding so awfully, far away—how could 



something of the lucky benignity and insularity of his experience, as a statement about 
the extreme divergence of contingent human fates, not come to haunt us?  

Yet if one of the effects of Reich’s piece is to explore just the abiding difference 
of those trains and those lives (the positively ebullient conductor of that “crack train to 
New York” hardly comes near, say, the man remembering all his lost disquiet in 
recounting how “the Germans invaded Hungary”), the astonishing thing about the piece 
is the way in which, while doing nothing to console itself by effacing that originary sense 
of terrible distance, and while giving full witness to historical horror (an inheritance 
precisely of many and not all); and while refusing to join truly irreconcilable fates in a 
way that might gainsay the terrible primacy of historical suffering, what Celan could only 
call that which was— while doing nothing of this sort, “Different Trains” nonetheless 
asks us to hear each voice not only in its irreducible individuality, in the particular way it 
rises and falls, but so too to hear each voice under the sign of our common humanity: 
hence the string quartet providing a transfiguring backing, a numinous undersound, 
Frost’s “tone of meaning” working with and through the words.  

In this way Reich, for all his brave refusal of the orchestral—an aesthetic 
disinheritance that, for reasons well-rehearsed by such critics as George Steiner, has 
everything to do with certain grotesque turns of history and the reckoning they require—
has given no less than soaring voice to that all-encompassing thing we find most 
movingly in Dante, or in Milosz: 

  
I knew, always, that I would be a worker in the vineyard 
As are all men and women living at the same time 
Whether they are aware of it or not. 
 
This is what those strains of Bach might, in the worst of circumstances, still tell 

us. This is what we hear in each of the recorded voices, these artifacts of concurrent 
histories that could never meet—each one brought in its way to the condition of music. 
What does not survive as beauty, Milosz wrote, survives as evidence. But evidence can 
be beauty too; and witness, art— at once awaking us to the irredeemable depths of history 
and making possible the recovery of a forgotten humanity, one perfectly uncowed if 
imperfectly consoled.     
 

  
 


